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An analytical investigation was conducted to estimate the Martian 
surface loadings, soil erosion and the ~istances that soil debris is ejected 
as a result of the firing of the terminal descent rocket engine during a 
landing on the Martian surface. Theoretical surface loadings exhaust gas 
densitie s were cOInputed for engine heights of 5, 10, 15, "and 20 feet for 
the system parameters provided by Jet Propulsion Laboratories (JPL). Soil 
erosion rates and crater profiles were com.puted for Martian soils composed 
of 10, 50, and 300 micron diameter particles for cohesionless and cohesive 
soils. The erosion profile data are based on a 5 ft/ sec vertical de scent 
speed and engine thrust cutoff heights of 5, 10, 15, and 20 feet above the 
Martian surface. Data are also presented showing the distances along 
the surface that soil debris may be displaced because of soil erosion. 
The computed data indicated the maximum surface excess pressure 
caused by gas impingement on the surface to be about o. 081 psi at the .1' 
lowest nozzle height of 5 feet. This pressure is on the order of the 0 CJ.o~e.:>. ..... 
~ :, 
estimated ambient pressure of 0.0726 psi provided by JPL at the, Martian ... ~-~~ 
surface. The maximum jet gas density along the" surface is about ~~ 
10- 6 slugs/ ft3, which is smaller than the ambient density o'f about 7 x 10- 5 
slugs/ft3 estima.te'd from the ambient pressure data pr'ovided by JPL. 
The data further indicate soil erosion will be quite small and, in 
general, negligible. Maximunl erosion depth occurs for a soil composed 
of 300 micron diameter particle s for the lowe st thrust cutoff height of 
5 feet. In a cohesionless soil, the maximum erosion depth is about 0.02 
inch. Jet focusing, because of the Martian ambient pressure, may cause 
deeper erosions. Erosion depth data obtained for an estimate of the 
focusing effect indicated the TIlaximum erosion may be increased from 
0.02 to 0.05 inch. For the 10 and 50 micron diameter pa~ticles and the 
soil cohesion values provided. by JPL, the gas viscous shear stresses 
were less than the soil restraint capability and therefore, no erosion takes 
place. If the soil is considered completely cohesionless, some erosion 
does occur, but the depths are smaller than. in the soil composed of 300 






The surface debris displaced in a cohesive soil extends out to about 
24 feet (about the radius of the erosion profile). For the cohesionless 
soils, the small diameter particles are aC,celerated to a large fraction of 
the ga-.s velocity and may be displaced to about 120 feet from the stagnation 
point. However, if the local variations of the surface are such that soil 
particles depart from the surfac~ at angle s much steeper than the slope of 
the erosion crater, they could be displaced to much larger distance s. 
Theoretically, at the entrained velocities· of the 300 micron diamet~r 
. 
particles and a departure angle of 15 degree s, the ballistic trajectory in 
a perfect vacuum would displace the: '1 about 5000 feet. Nevertheles s, the 
Martian atmosphere would significantly reduce this range. Based on -the 
theory developed in Appendix C and the estimated value of the drag coeffi-
cient and Martian atmospheric density, atmosphere drag would reduce 
the range to about 1400 feet. Most likely, such ranges are extreme upper 
bounds, and a more reasonable range for debris displacement may be 
more nearly 100 feet fr?m the stagnation point. It should be noted that 
debriS ejected from the lunar surface, during the translational maneuver 
On Surveyor VI, did not indicate any large surface erosions nor ejection 
of debris to large distances. During that maneuver, the predicted surface 
loadings were at least an order of magnitude higher than those predicted 
here during the <;tescent to the Martian surface, primarily because the 







When retro-rocke.t engines are used to produce the bra:king force 
required to effect a soft landing on the ,Martian surface, the exhaust gases 
produce surface loadings which may cause surface erosion, the ejection 
of surface debris, and also the diffusion of exhaust gases into the porous 
surface. The amount of erosion~aepends on the magnitude of the erosive 
forces caused by the gas, and the resistance of the surface to such ,erosive 
forces. A theoretical formulation of this phenomena was considered in 
References 1 and 2 for a rocket engine thrusting in the near perfect vacuum 
found on the moon while the jet gases impinge perpendicularly onto a sur-
face composed of soil particles. The gas flow field created by the inter-
action of the impinging gase s and soil surface is axisymmetric about the 
stagnation point, and the corre sponding radial flow of the gas along the 
soil surface produces shear stresses on the soil. . If these shear stresses 
exceed the shear resistance of the soil, soil particles become entrained 
in the flowing gas and are transported in the direction of flow, thereby 
forming an erosio,n crater in the soil. Eventually the (entrained) soil 
particle s fall back to the surface under the influence of gravity. 
Since the gravitational acceleration field is higher on Mars than on 
the Moon, the resistance to erosion caused by friction between soil particle s 
is larger on Mars. On the other hand, the finite, although small, atmos-
phere on Mars may cause a focusing of the jet exhaust gases and thereby 
produce larger erosive force s on the Martian surface than would be 
developed by the same engine in the lunar environment. The specific 
dependence of surface loadings on ambient pressure is not known and is 
being investigated experimentally at the present time by a joint effort 
of JPL and Langley Research Center (LRC). 
The work presented in this investigation uses the theory in References 
1 and 2 to make an engineering assessment of the soil erosion during 
touchdown on Mars. Since it is recognized the possibility exists that the 
finite atmosphere existing on Mars will cause a focusing of the jet gases 
and influence soil erosion, a modification was made to the theory by the 
introduction of an, additional nondimensional parameter, n(Appendix A}. 
The validity of this procedure and the value of the nondimensional param-
eter can be determined when data from the current test program become 
available. -3-
, 
The next section presents data showing the surface loadings caused 
by the retro-rocket gases at 5, 10, 15, and 20 foot nozzle heights a.bove 
the Martian surface for vacuum conditions. and a case where jet fncusing 
occurs. Data are also presented showing surface erosion produced by the 
gas shear stresses and data concerning the di~itances debris is ejected from 





Roberts' theory (References 1 and 2) forms the basis for the soil 
erosion analyses conducted in this study. The governing differential equa-
tions are presented and discussed in Appendix A along with a digital com-
puter program listing for effecti!1g their solution. Essentially, Roberts' 
theory of soil erosion is developed in two parts. The first part consists 
. 
of a formulation of the forces acting on a soil surface due to the impinging 
\ 
retro-rocket gases. In the second part, a partial differential equation is 
derived which describes the rate at which soil is eroded from the surface 
under the action of the surface loads. 
Roberts' theory was used first to determine the gas pressure load-
ings acting on the soil surface and then to determine the soil erosion pro-
files for variations in the system parameters. Finally, these results in 
conjunction with the particle trajectory theory presented in Appendix C 
were used to estimate the range the soil debris would be ejected radially • 
The results of these computations are presented in this section for the en-
gine and soil parameters listed in Tables 1 and 2. 
Table 1. Engine ParaT?eters 
Nozzle exit Mach number, M 
e 
Nozzle exit radius, r (ft) 
e 
Nozzle exit pressure, p (psia) 
2 e 
Gas constant, R (ft / sec2 OR) 
Gas specific heat ratio, 'I 
Thrust, F (lb) 
Expansion ratio, E 
Conical nozzle divergence half angle, (deg) 
Chamber pressure, p (psia) 
c 
Chamber temperature, T (OF) 
c 
Chamber viscosity, Il c (lb- sec/ fl) 












1 x 10-6 
5 
Table 2. Martian AtInospheric and Soil Parameters 
Ambient pres sure, p (psia) 
o 
Acceleration of gravity, g (ft! sec2 ) 
Local surface slope, (deg) 
Soil particle mas s density, (J" (slug s !ft3) 
Soil particle volume concentration, c~)-' 
Soil internal friction angle, O! (deg) . 
Soil particle diameter, D (microns) 





. 5 r·_~~). 
34 
10, 50, 30b 
1950, 15.5, O. 072 
In Table 1, the pseudo chamber pressure was computed from the 
exit pres sure p , specific heat ratio '( and mach number M from the formula 
e e 
...::L.. (,,(.~ (, 
Pc = P
e 
[1 +.5 ('(-1) Me2 ! '(-1 
The soil cohesion values listed in T<,,,,ble 2 were those prescribed by JPL 
for use in the study. Conservative calculations of erosion were also per-
formed for a cohesionless soil. The values of cohesion of 1950 and 15.5 
lb/ft2 , for the 10 and 50 mic~on-dia~eter particles were so large that, 
theoretically, no soil erosion should occur for soils having the particle 
diameters listea. 
3. 1 Surface Loadings 
Theoretical surface loading data predicted by the theory in Appendix 
A (vacuum expansion) are shown in Figure s 1 through 4 for nozzle heights of 
20, 15, 10 and 5 feet. Figure 1 shows the increment in surface pressure 
caused by the impinging gases. The figure indicates that the maximum 
exces s surface pres sure is . 081 psi for a nozzle height of S feet. If this 
pre s sure is added to the existing ambient pre s sure of . 07.26 psi, the 
pres sure would be about. 154 psia. The figure indicate s that the imping-
ing gas differential pressures are generally less than the ambient pres-
, sure; and for all nozzle heights, are les s' than 10 percent of the ambient 
pressure at radial distances larger than about 5.5 feet from the stagna-
tion point. 
Figure 2 shows the theoretical radial velocity of the gas, u, along the 
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Figure 3. Variation of Retro-Rocket Exhaust Gas 
Dens ity Al ong the Surfac e (Vacuum Expansion) 
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Figure 4. Variation of Dyna.m ic Pressure With 
Nozzle Height (Vacuum Expansioa) 
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nozzle height the radial velocity is about 11, 000 ft/ sec at a distance of 
20 feet from the stagnation point. Hence, at this point the gas has almost 
attained the theoretical velocity of about 11.,400 ft/ sec to be reached at 
infhdte distances (p - 0)/. 
00 
Figure 3 shows the exhaust gas mass density p along the surface for 
the four nozzle heights. The figure indicates that the gas density.decreases 
rapidly for increasing distances from the .stagnation point . 
. Figure 4 shows the gas dynamic pressure q (equal to pu2 /2) al~ng 
the surface for the four nozzle heights. The viscous shear stress trans-
mitted to the soil is proportional to the dynamic pres sure. The figure 
indicates the maximum dynamic pressure is about. 0322 psi (4.64 pSi). 
Thus, for a viscous friction coefficient Cf = .2 the maximum shear stress 
acting on the soil would be about. 93 psf. Hence, if the soil restraining 
stress is greater than. 93 psf, theoretically, no soil erosion will occur. 
To provide some indication of how the Martian atmosphere may 
affect surface loadings, calculations were performed for a value of the 
focusing parameter different from n = 1 (n = 1 corresponds to expansion 
into a perfect vacuum). In Appendix B it was found that the jet turning 
angle was about 114 degrees in a vacuum and 24.6 degrees in a Martian 
type atmosphere. If one assumes the effective value of the jet focusing 
parameter n is the square root of the jet turning angles, then n = 2. 15 
and the corresponding surface loadings are as shown in Figures 5 throug'h 
8. (The assumption that the jet :'Jcusing effect can be accounted for 
thrpugh the single pararneter n and its functional dependence on the jet 
turning angles must, of course, be verified when the necessary test data 
becomes available. ) 
A comparison of Figure 1 through 4 with Figures 5 through 8 in-
dicates a value of n = 2. 15 produces static and dynamic surface pressures 
about 2. 5 times as large as in a perfect vacuum, and the loadings are 
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Figure 6. Variation of Gas Radial Velocity Along 
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" 
3.2 Soil Erosion 
Theoretical 'soil erosion data were computed according to the pro-
cedure in Appendix A and are presented in this section. Figure 9 shows 
the soil erosion rate for a range of soil cohesion foT. three particle dia-
meters when the nozzle is 5 feet above the surface and expanding into a 
perfect vacuum. The figure indicates that no erosion should occur for 
any of these particle diameters for a sqil cohesion larger than about. 93 
psf. The shear stress to be exceeded by the gas viscous forces i~ com-
posed of two parts; soil cohesion and restraint offered by the internal 
friction. The internal friction restraint on a flat surface is (J eDg tan a, 
which for the 300 micron p~rticles is about O. 021 psf. Thus, in general, 
this restraint is negligible compared to that offered by the soil cohesion, 
except in a cohesionless soil. Referring to the soil cohesion values listed 
in Table 2, one concludes from Figure' .... ~th:t soil erosion will not occur 
for the 10 and 50 micron-d"iameter particles for the 5 foot engine thrust 
cutoff height, or any higher cutoff height. However, since the listed co-
hesion values (based upon 0.5 psi for 30/-1) may be optimistic, conserva-
tive calculations' were performed for a cohe sionles s soil. (For example, 
lunar soil cohesion estimated from Surveyor data is . 02 to .05 psi, or 2.9 
to 7.2 psi. for particle diameters less than the resolution of the TV ' 
c;amera of about .,01 inch or 25 microns.) The results of these calcula-
tions are shown in Figures 10, 11 and 12. 
Figure 10 s'hows the vacuum expansion erosion profiles for 300 
micron diameter particles for engine thrust cutoff heights of 20, 15, 16 
and 5 feet for a cohesionless soil. 
Figure 11 shows the' Seune data for a soil having the cohesion 
listed in Table 2. Observe that, even for a cohesionless soil, the maximum 
erosion depth is qu~~e., ~ma.ll and is about 0.0017 foot (0.02 inch). 
"': ,I 
... ./ 
Fi.gures 12 and 13 show the vacuum expansion erosion profiles for 
50 and 10 micron diameter particles for a cohesionless soil. Although no 
erosion should occ:u'r for the cohesion values listed in Table 2, even in a 
cohesionless soil" the e'roslon is still quite small. 
A comment might be made at this point concerning the effect of 
particle diameter on the shear stre s s required to produce an erosion and 
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Figure 9. Variation of Maximum Soil ErosioTI Rate With 
Soil Cohes ion and Particle Size (Nozzle He ight = 
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Figure 11. Erosion Profile for Various Engine Thrust Cutoff Heights 
(300 micron diameter partic les, 0.072 psf cohesion, 
vacuum expansion) 
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Figure 12. Erosion Profile in a Cohesionless Soil for Various 
Eng ine Thrust Cutoff Heights (50 m icron di ameter 
soil pa r tic l es , vacuum expan s i on) 
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Figure 13. E rosion Profile in a Cohe sionles s Soil for Various 
Engine Thru st Cutoff Heights (1 0 micron diamete r 
soil particles, vacuum expansion) 
) that for a fixed value of cohesion the shear stress required to produce an 
erosion is larger for larger diameter particles~ This is because the 
larger the particle, the larger the soil weight; an~ hence, the larger the 
restraint offered by the soil as a result of internal friction. However, 
the differences in restraint are generally negligible compared to any 
reasonable value of soil cohesion. On the other hand, if the erosive shear 
stresses are ·in exces s of the rerstraint offered by the soil, the larger the 
particle diameter, the larger the rate of erosion. This follows from the 
fact that the theory is based on a momentum balance between the gas par-
ticles and soil particles. Small soil particles are rapidly accelerated and 
provide an efficient transfer of momentum to the soil, while large soil 
particles attain only a small fraction of .the gas velocity. Soil erosion 
experiments bear out this behavior and demonstrate that the erosion rate 
• 
increases with increasing particle diameter until the particles become 
so large that the frictional restraint exceeds the viscous erosive stresses. 
To provide some indication of the effect of jet focusing on surface erosion, 
computations were also performed for the focusing parameter n = 2. 15. 
The results are shown in Figures 14 and 15 for a 300 micron-diameter 
particle soil. The figures show the profiles for a cohesionless soil and a 
soil having the cohesion listed in Table 2. A comparison of Figure 14 with 
Figure 10 indicates the maxinlum erosion depth is about twice that in a 
perfect vacuum. But even so, it is still quite small. 
3. 3 Soil Particle Displacements 
Because of the very small erosion for the prescribed descent to t4e 
Mars surface (even for a cohesionless soil), particles should depart from 
the surface at very low angles and therefore, have small lateral displace-
ments. The low departure angles are a consequence that, theoretically, 
the particles leave the surface tangent to the erosion crater. Theory 
indicates the 'Il1aximum range is traversed by particles lying between the 
point of maximum depth and the outer crater lip because the crater slopes 
are larger in this region. The distance a particle travels from the point 
it enters the stream depends on the local erosion crater slope and the 
velocity of the particle. Since a soil composed of. a given particle size 
erodes faster than a surface having smaller particles, the local slope is 
greater for the larger particles, for the same exposure time to the ero-
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Figure 14. Erosion Profile in a Cohesionles s Soil for Various 
Engine Thrust Cutoff He i ghts 
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Figure 15. Erosion Profile for Various Engine Thrust Cutoff Heights 
(30 0 micron diameter particles, O. 072psfcohe sion, n= 2.15) 
.. 
.fraction of the gas velocity than the smaller p~rticles. Thus, the ballistic 
trajectory of larger particles mayor may not have a longer range than 
the range of smaller particles. For the system parameters considered 
pi':r .!Pe" "'l 
here, along with the 5 foot1descent rate, the surface erosion and eros'ion 
crater slope are quite small. This results in a relatively small trajectory 
range for all soil particle diamet~rs considered. Consequently, the 
surface debris is largely confined to the region in which erosion takes 
place. As the spacecraft descends toward the surface, the erosion region 
\ 
decrease s in size, although erosion rate increases. 
In a cohesionles s soil,incipient erosion begins around nozzle heights 
of 170, 80 and 30 feet for the 10, 50 and 300 micron diameter particles, 
respectively. .At these heights, the maxim.um viscous shearing stresses 
along the surface are just equal to the restraint offered by the friction 
between soil grains. At these incipient er9sion heights, the points of 
maximum shear stress are at radial stations located about 93, 42 and 17 
feet from the stagnation point for the 10, 50 and 300 micron diameter 
particles, respectively. Consider, for example, the formation of the 
erosion crater in a 10 micron diameter cohesionless soil. At the 170 
foot nozzle height, a surface erosion begins about 93 feet from the .stagna-
tion point. As the spacecraft descends, the region in which erosion takes 
place moves toward the stagnation point. At engine cutoff, say at a 5 
foot nozzle height, the maximum rate of erosion has moved to about 2 
feet from the stagnation point. A particle that enters the gas stream 
just prior to engine cutoff about 7 feet from the stagnation point, where 
the erosion crater has an upward slope, has a ballistic range in a vacuum 
of about 90 feet. This range transports the particle approximately to the 
region where erosion first occurred during descent. Consequently, th(: 
distance debris is tran.sported along the surface is essentially confined to 
the entire region in which erosion takes place during the de scent period. 
As a result, the distance debris is deposited along the surface is essentially 
the same for 20, 10 or 5 foot engine thrust c.utoff heights. An exception 
is provided by 100 micron particles fo~ a 5 foot nozzle cutoff height. In 
this case, the erosion is fast enough to produce a local slope such that the 
ballistic trajectory of a particle located about 8 feet from the stagnation 




Results of soil particle displa c men s computations are summarized 
in Figur 16. The particle v lociti s and departure angles used in the 
calc la ions wer those obtained fro m the eros ion calculations. The se 
wer ~ con1par d with th iimiting erosion pr ofil also obtaine d from the 
sa me calculations. The range plotted is the la r er of these two results, 
which, as indicated earlier, generally was the limit of the erosion cr ter. 
It should be re called that, if th s'oil cohe sion is as lar ge as li s ted in 
Table 2, no erosion of particles smalle r than 50 microns in diameter 
should occu r. Therefore, the p a rticle displacement ranges shown for 
particle diameter s up to 50 microns should be an extreme uppe r bound 
estimate. 
Even though t his theo ry indicates the erosion should be sma ll and 
the particles displaced only small distances, one should not overlook 
the idealization of the theory. For example, an actual soil surface is 
m ost li: ,ely undulating , nonhornogeneous and composed of a distribution 
of particl e size:." The variations i n local slope of the virgin surface 
m ost likely exceeds the maximum slope p edicted here for the erosion 
crate}', Hence , soil particles may depart from the surface with velocities 
comparable to those predicted here, but at angles ICl.rger than the crater 
profile makes with the horizontal. It seems quite likely they could de-
part frem the surface at angle s as large as 15 degrees . In such an event, 
the theory in Appendix C would p r edict the ranges tabulated in Table 3. 
Table 3. Theoretica l Range for 5 Foot Engine Cutoff He ight 
and 15 Deg r ee Departurp. Angle 
Soil Particle Soil Particle Range (ft) 
Diameter Velocity 
(mic r ons) (ft /s ec ) Vacuum AtIl10sphe r e (C n = 0,14) 
. 
10 6011 1, 47 0,000 194 
50 1861 141,000 675 
300 350 4,964 1420 
-26-
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Figure 16. Varia tion of D e bri s Impa ct Point With P a rticl e Diameter a nd 
Engine Thru st Cutoff Hight (cohesionles s soil) 
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These data were ba s ed on drag coe fficient s o f 0 a nd O. :4 corresponding to 
vac uu m and atmospheri c conditions. The den s i ty of th Mar ian atmos-
p h re u sed i n thes c alculations w as estimated from the ambient pres-
sur of 0.0726 psi ( to. 45 p s f). The estimate was made based on CO2 
whose m olecular weight is 44 and at a temperature of 12 8 oR. The gas 
constant and density wer~ then computed to be 
P 10. 45 - 5 / 3 
p = R T = ( 1130 )( 128 ) = 7. 22 x 10 s lugs It 
These value s indicate the range could far xce e d those shown in Figure 16. 
Th~ tabulat e d re suits in Table 3 reflect the fact that small-diameter par-
ticles are r ea'dily accele rate d by the gas stream, and the subsequent bal-
li stic trajectory in a vacuum would have an ext .... emely large range . How-
ever , thes e same small particles would be readily decelerated by the drag 
forces produced by the Martian atmosphere . It should be emphasized that 
the ranges compute d for atmosphe ric conditions are the result of certain 
basic assumptions . First, it assumes the r etarding aerodynamic force is 
proportional to the square of the particle velocity. This seems reasonable , 
but may only be valid over a limited portion of the entire ve l ocity range . 
S e c ond, even if the velocity square drag law is valid, the corrpspondipg 
d rag coefficient may vary with particle diameter and lor::i.y (0r Reynolds 
muuber ). If this is the case , the estimated value of en = 0. 14 from bullet 
r ange data , which have diameters much larger than the soil pa r ticles , may 
b e in error . If the drag coeffic i ent was significantly sma lle r than the v a lue 
used h ere , the r anges in the p r esence of an a tmos phere w ould approach 
tha t i n a vacuum condition. 
In summary, erosion calculations indi_ ~ate surface erosion to be neg-
ligible for the range of parameters considered in this study, eve n for a co-
h esionless Martian soil. The corresponding range debris is displaced lat-
e rally along the sur face should be Ie s s than 30 feet from the s tagnation 
point , but n'1ay be as large as 120 feet i f the soil is cohesionless . On the 
other hand, one cannot rul e ou t the possibility that t he l oca l s u rfac e rough-
ness may cause some particle s to b e displa c e d to large r d i stanc e s. The 
-28-
These data were based on drag coefficients of 0 and O. ~4 corresponding to 
vacuum and atmospheric conditions. The density of the Martian atmos-
phere used in these calculations was estimated from the ambient pres-
sure of O. 0726 psi (lO. 45 psf). The estimate was made based on CO2 
whose molecular weight is 44 and at a temperature of 128 oR. The gas 
constant and density were then computed to be 
R = 49!!6 = 1130 ft2/ secZ oR 
p 10.45 -5 / 3 
P=RT=(1130)(1Z8)=7.Z2x10 slugs ft 
These 'values indicate the range could far exceed those shown in Figure 16. 
Th~ tabulated results in Table 3 reflect the fact that small-diam'eter par-
ticles are rea"dily accelerated by the gas ,stream, and the subsequent bal-
listic trajectory in a vacuum would have an ext.remely large range. How-
ever, these same small particles would be readily decelerated by the drag 
forces produced by the Martian atmosphere. It should be emphasized that 
the ranges computed for atmospheric conditions are the result of certain 
basic assurnptions. First, it assumes the retarding aerodynamic force is 
proportional to the square of the particle velocity. This seems reasonable, 
but may only be valid over a limited portion of the entire velocity range. 
Second, even if the velocity square drag law is valid, the corr~s.pondipg 
drag coefficient may vary with particle diameter and '.",."locity (C'r Reynolds 
nwnber). If this is the case, the estimated value of Cn = O. 14 from bullet 
range data, which have diameters much larger than the soil particles, may 
be in error. If the drag coefficient was significantly smaller than the value 
used here, the ranges in the presence of an atmosphere would approach 
that in a vacuum condition. 
In summary, erosion calculations indicate surface erosion to be neg-
ligible for the range of parameters considered in this study, even for a co-
hesionless Martian soil. The corresponding range debris is displaced lat-
erally along the surface should be less than 30 feet from the stagnation 
point, but may be as large as 120 feet if the soil is cohesionless. On the 
other hand, one cannot rule out the possibility that the local surface rough-
ness may cause some particles to be displaced to larger distances •. The 
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possibility exists, although most likely quite remote, that some particles 
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APPENDIX A. ROBERTS' THEORY 
In Reference s 1 and 2 Roberts first develops a d~scription of the 
gas flow field caused by the gases emanating Ironi' a nozzle located a 
distance h above a flat soil surface. He then develops a theory describing 
the r.ate the soil surface (erodes under the action of the gas viscous forces 
generated while the gas flows froin the stagnation point radially outward 
along the soil surface. 
, 
Initially, Roberts make an as sumption regarding the spatial variation 
in gas density as it emanates from the nozzle. Then, by applying perfect 
. gas theory and boundary layer theory, analytical expre s sions are developed 
to de scribe the gas radial velocity, static and dynamic pre ssures along the 
soil surface, and viscous shear force s acting on the soil. An impulse-
momentum relation is then postulated to exist in the form 
(Am) v = A (T - T*).6.t (A 1) 
which relates the momentum change of soil mass .6In to the impulse caused 
by the gas viscous shear force s. In Equation (A 1), v is the velocity im-
parted to the element of soil mass, A is the cross- sectional area of the 
element of mass, T is the viscous shear stress acting on the soil mass, 
and T::~ is the soil restraining shear force due to friction and cohesion 
between the soil grains that must be exceeded before erosion can begin. 
The coordinate system used in this derivation is shown in Figure A 1. 
The element of soil mass and its velocity is then written as 
.6.rn = ercA6.y cos !3 
v = au/2 (A2) 
where erc is the soil bulk mass density (c is the packing factor which is 
also equal to 1 minus the soil porosity), 6.y is the element of erosion depth, 
!3 is the slope of the surface, u is the radial velocity of the gas, and 
(all) is the effective proportion of the gas velocity imparted to the soil 
pari!'rcle. By taking the proper limit, the partial differential equation des-
cribing the rate of erosion is finally obtained. The system of equations 
developed by Roberts, with some modifications made in Reference 3, is 
A-1 
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Figure A 1. Coorq.inate System 
presented following the definition of symbols. The modifications made in 





Definition oI Symbols 
Engine Parameters 
"'" - gas specific heat ratio (dimensionless) 
Me = Mach no. at exit (dimensionless) 
r = nozzle exit radius_ (It) 
el 





o gas temperature ( R) 
gas viscosity (lb- sec/ItZ) 
Pc = chamber gas pressure (psI) 
k - engine paramete'r (dimensionles s) 








::: recovery pr~ s sure (psI) 
- stagnatiop. PFessure (psI) 
- surIace pr~ s sure (psI) 
- dynamic Fr~s!3ure based on gas radial velocity u (psI) 
- ga,s radi~~ V~J9~~ty along the surface (ft/ sec) 
, 3 
- gas mass d~p.s~ty (slugs/It) 
::: shear st!-'~ ~!3 ~~ting on soil (psI) = q C f (for rough 
turbulent !~9w) , 














ratio of soil particle velocity to gas velocity (dimensionless) 
soil part~~le !3~ze (It) 
soil mas!3 g.~ns~ty (slugs/It3) 
soil pac~!!1~ ~9p.stant [ = 1 minus porosity, (dimensionless)] 
cohesion EC!pameter{Roberts recommends 5 x 1 rr 171b-ft:used 
7 x 10- 11 l>as ed upon F coh =0. 5 psi for 30iJ. particle size) 




a = soil internal friction angle (radians) 
T* = soil restraining shear stress (psf) 
v = velocity of soil particle entrained in the flow (ft/ sec) 
Miscellaneous Parameters 
A = cross sectional area of soil element (ft2 ) 
- \ 
a ,at o . = parameter in friction coefficient equation (dimensionless) 
= parameter in h equation ~ .25 (dimensionless) 
a 3 = parameter in R t equation ~ . 5 (dimensionless) 
CD = particle drag coefficient (dimensionles s) 








= acceleration of gravity (ft/ sec 2) 
= height of nozzle exit plane (ft) 
= nozzle height at time t = 0 (ft) 
= nozzle height at hover (engine cutoff) (ft) 
= jet gas plume focusing parameter (n= 1 in perfect vacuum, 
dimensionle s s) 
= radial station measured from stagnation point (ft) 
= radial parameter = point at maximum viscous shear 
stres s (ft) 
= time (sec) 
= time at which hover / cutoff begins (sec) 
= final time (sec) 
= vertical de scent rate (ft/ sec) 
= soil erosion depth (ft) 
= maximum value of y (along r) at each time increment (ft) 
y. = soil erosion rate (ft/ sec) 
= 
= 
slope of erosion crater By/ Br (radians) 
parameter in equation for "a" (dimensionless) 
A-4 
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A ( 
Z. Governing Equations 
Erosion Equation 
2.Y- Z(T-T*) 
at au (J"C cos !3 
Flow Field Equations 
u = 
L = (cose)n(k+4)(cos !3)Z[1-tan e tan !3]Z 
Ps 
p = ~ 
u 
tan e = ~ J tan!3 = ~; 




F + Y~_1 M:] y- 1 
Z k = Y()'- 1) M 
e 
h(t) = h 1(t) + a Z y max 
h - V t 
o v 















Viscous Shear Stress 
(A14) 
Limiting Shear Stress 
.- -3 . 
T* = O"cDg cos j3 tan a - O"cDg sin 13 + A h D + T h(A 15) 
co co 
Momentum Factor 






,.,f2 CD (k+4) 
72e 21Th2 
2 
F = 1Tr e Pr (used only in Equation (Ai7) 
Viscous Friction Coefficient 
Cf = ao + al~m::-tn;::j [1+ ~)Z ~ 









3. Modifications of Roberts I Theory 
In Roberts I formulation of soil erosion, it is as sumed the erosion 
depth y is small compared to the no.zzle height h. J Thus, no attempt is 
made to change the flow field as the crater develops. In most applications 
of this theory, the above as sumption is valid. However, during soil erosiOl'l 
experiments the assumption is of~en violated, and the erosion depth may 
be even larger than the original nozzle height above the uneroded surface. 
In Reference 3, a comparison :was made of Roberts I theory wi~h ex-
perimental measurements of erosion obtained in a vacuum environment. 
In some of these tests, the depth of the erosion cra.ter was larger than the 
hover nozzle height. It was appropriate, therefore,to modify Rob;erts' 
fortnulation to account for the effective increase in nozzle height and 
changes in the gas flow field. Modifications were selected on physical 
reasoning and then empirically adjusted by comparison of theoretical 
predictions and experimental findings. The motivation for the proposed 
modifications was made as a result of the following observations. 
It seemed evident that as the soil eroded and a cavity began forming, 
the flow field must be altered; and hence, the shear forces acting on the 
soil also must change. For example, consider the region in the vicinity 
of the crater lip. One would expect the soil particles on the crater lip to 
be subjected to larger erosion forces than before the crater was formed. 
This seems plausible because particles on the crater lip should be exposed 
t:o a larger portion of the gas flow than when they were shielded by other 
particles along the flat surface. Also, such particles C.re more likely to 
be impacted by other particles dislodged from the crater itself. These 
effects should increase the shear forces locally and cause the crater dia-
nleter to increa.se with time, as one observes in erosion experiments and 
Roberts I theory did not predict. This increased shear force is probably 
due to both a change in flow and as sociated dynamic pres sure as well as 
a change in viscous friction coefficient Cf" It was proposed that the chang-
ing flow field could be accounted for by simply modifying the friction co-
efficient. Such a modification is contained in the coefficients at anda3 
in Equations (A19) and (AlO). Setting these two coefficients equal to zero 
reduces these equations to Roberts' formulation. This modification tends 
to increase the friction coefficient in the vicinity of the crater lip. 
A-7 
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Because of the weighting factor r_~Rl' the increase h; larger for the outer 
crater lip than for the inner crater lip. It was found that the values 
a 1 = 11 and a 3 = • 5 caused the outer crater lip ra~~us to increase with 
time at a rate similar to that observed during the erosion. experiments. 
The nozzle height h (Equation (Al2» was also modified to allow for an ef-
fective increase in nozzlr height because of the development of the erosion 
crater. The empirically determined value for a 2 was about. 25. Setting 
a 2 equal to zero reduces the nozzle height equation to that given by Roberts. 
I 
It is obvious that when erosion is small, the preceding modifications 
become negligible. In the soil erosion calculations performed in this 
study, the erosion was so small that the modifications were completely 
negligible. 
Another modification is incorporated in the above set of equ,ations 
through the parameter n in surface pressu~e Equations (A6) and (A9). 
Roberts' formulation corresponds to n equal to 1. The parameter n is 
introduced in an attempt to account for the focusing of the jet when it ex-
pands into an atmosphere. When n is larger than unity, both the stagna-
tion pressure Ps and the rate pf decay of the pressure along the surface 
are increased. However, foi'" any falue of n, the integrated pressure 
force on the entire surface is the same. 
4. FORTRAN IV Soil Erosion Program 
,. 
The soil erosion program is called EROS and is written in FORTRAN 
IV, version 12. It is written to run on an IBM 7094 32K core machine. 
The program consists of a main program EROS, and five subroutines: 
AUXSU'd, DERIV, SMOOTH, RKAN, and OUTPUT. Below is a brief des-
cription of each program. 
EROS reads the Input by Namelist name "DATA." EROS saves the first 
three Runge Kutta integration results.- When a successful Adams Moulton 
integration has been completed, EROS will output those time stations and 
radial stations specified by the user. After each integration, EROS re-
evaluates the upper and lower error bounds (EV and EL) used. by RKAM. 
A-8 
A UXSUB calculates the derivative at each radial station. This derivative 
is then integrated by RKAM to give the depth of the crater (ERODEP) at . 
each radial station. 
DERIV calculates the derivative at each radial station of ERODEP vs. 
RAD (depth vs. radius); the d.erivative is BETA. 
-SMOOTH smoothes the beta curve. The curve is smoothed NUMSMT 
tirnes; if NUMSMT is not input, it is set to 2. (This feature was incor-
porated because it was found that small irregularities in the erosion crater 
tended to grow with time as a result of the differentiations to obtain the 
slope l3 = By/ar. If uncorrected, these irregularities could lead to nu-
merical instabilities. ) 
RKAM is a standard TRW subroutine which performs ~unge Kutta. and 
Adams Moulton integration. It is used to integrate ERORAT to get ERODEP. 
OUTPUT. Since the output from the program can be voluminous, the user 
may input two quantities, DELMAX and NORAD, to control printed output. 
The program will write output only at time points which are a multiple of 
DE:WMAX. At each output time, every NORADth radial station will be 
written starting with radial station number one. The output subroutine is 
used to extrapolate the data, calculated for the present time, to the time 
point required for output. OUTPUT is called by AUXSUB only if the next 
time point (TIM+~IMDEL) will lie beyond the next output time. Note that 






























































Gas specific heat ratio 
-Mach number at exit 
2 2 0 Gas constant (ft ! sec R) 
Exit radius (ft) 
o Chamber gas temperature ( R) 
Chamber gas viscosity (lb-sec!ft2 ) 
Ambient pressure (lb!ft2 ) 
Focusing parameter (= 1 for lunar en-
vironment) 
Soil particle size (ft) 
Particle drag coefficient 
Soil mas s density (slugs!ft3) 
Soil cohesive stress (lb/ft2) 
Cohesion parameter (lh ft ) 
Soil internal friction angle (radians) 
Coefficients in friction coefficient 
equation 
Soil packing constant (= 1 minus porosity) 
Acceleration of gravity (ft! sec2 ) 
Chamber pre s sure (psf) 
Initial height of nozzle (ft) 
Hover (engine cutoff) height (ft) 
T~me at which hover / cu.toff begins (sec) 
Final time (sec) 
Descent velocity (ft! sec) 
Input non-dilnensional parameter in 
R 1(equatio~) 
Input non-dimensional parameter in 
h (t) (equation) 
Distance to first radial station (must be 
greater than zero because of the sin-
gularity at r = 0, It) 
A··· 10 











Num.ber of radial stations 
Number of tirn.es beta curve is srn.ooth 
Mininlurn. tirn.e incrern.ent (sec) 
Maxirn.urn. tirn.e incrern.ent also step 
size for controlling output (sec) 
.. " Radius to last radial station (ft) 
Initial tirn.e incrern.ent (DELMIN ~ 
DELTIM ~ DELMAX) 
Incrern.ent for writing out selective radial 
stations. (Integer). 1 st radial station 
"nd b7ery NOR1!.Dth station thereafter is 
written 
Reciprocal of % of depth for upper error 
bound 
Reciprocal of % of depth for lower error 
bound, DELMIN ~ DELMAX 
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OPERATING PROCEDURE 
The program will accept stacked cases. 
The follo~ing parameters must be "considered when evaluating running 
time for the program: ERRUP, ERRLO, DELMIN, DELMAX, NORAD, 
and FINTIM. Unfortunately the #rst four also control the accuracy of the 
results. 
The looser the error bounds, ~he faster the program runs. On test 
cases, ERRUP $ 25 changed the results significantly. 
A reasonable upper bound on the run time is 120 times FINTlM where 
FINTIM is in .seconds. 
Concerning errors, it seern.s best on the first run to set ERRUP = 50; 
and if the results seem unreasonable, incrt:;ase ERRUP. 
To have reasonable el"rOr control, the following inequalities should hold: 
ERRUP 5 50 
ERRLO ~ 32 ERR UP 
Note that ERR UP is used to compute the upper bound of allowable error at 
each integration. It is not an upper bound for the Cunlulative error. 








U I ME N~ I ON fEf4l> t !.~o-) • TEPi1fIII"5lfJ 
.'-",,", '~ 
J 
roUSl E PRE CIS ION T I ,., • T I MOE L • HOlD 1 
COMMON/OUTPUT/DEPTH(150.3).RATEt150.3,.TIMEC3,.UUC150,3), 
1 SURF' 150 .3 •• tiv NAMl150 .~) .RHOn ( [SO. ~J • HE-I-GHT C l » • AAAT3 , • 
25TAGC1'. PTOTC150.3), 
3TF~1PS( 9,150' .Ell( 150' .ELt 150) .AUU(150,3' ,BETAA( 150,j, 
tOMMONI pARAM ITHETT1S-O-". B ~iA---rrrOI ~-PRE-SU1~lI-5al. 
1 OV PRE S C 1 50 ,. U ( 150) • RHO« 150» , FR I C CO ( 150 , • TAU ( 1.. 50» • TAu S T R' 150 I • 
2ERnRAT(150).RAD(150,.ERODEP(15u'.AAfGAMA.AMA~H,GASCUN.GAM1. 
3R AD~~. GA S-T-FM.l,A-SVIS·;J51f\W·,-AN;JSAFf5Tl-;illUGl.l)~-S-miEN~ 
4COHSTR~COHPAR,AlPHA.AG.A1.S0PAC,GR{V.PRES.HO,HHOVt~. 
5HOVTIM.FINTIM.VEl,A2.A3,EPS,NUMRAD.NUMSMT.REP~ES. 
6 EN GP AR • F • V r~A X .l-~-ST AG PRe H ,-T rf.f .}i 1 
NAMElIST/DATA/GAMA.AMACH,GASCON,RADEX.GASTEM,GASVlS. 
IPINF.AN.PARSll.ORAGCO.SODEN,COHSTR.CCHPAR.ALPHA,AO. 





1 RF.AO 42.0ATA' 
c** •• *. II~ITIALIIF A-RRA-YS 
TI MOEl=UEL TIM 
If (TIMOEL.LE.O.' GO TO 400 
A=NUMRAD 
IF CNORAO.LT.l) NORAO=l 
IF 'NIJMSMT.L T. 1) NUMSMT=2 
00 '5 [=1. tfuMRAaT 
-F~OR~T (I '=(,. 
FROOEP ( I )=C. 
TEMPS(l.Il=O. 
































































, ~ I';· 
11 (ALL RKAM (TIM,TIMDEL.ERODEP.ERO~AT.AUXSU8. 
INlJMRALJ.O • ELJ. El. DEL MAX. DE lMIN.l eNT. TEMPS. NH» 
IF (ICNT.LF.1.AND.IFLG.NE.l) GO TO 15 
IF (IFLG.EO.-l) IFLG=C 
GO TO 2JO 
r.*.**** SAVF FIKST THREE RUNGE KUTTA RESULTS 
r.***.** U\IT I L WE HAV E t.. SUCCESSFUL ADAMS MOULTON 
15 l=ICNT 
TIME(L'=TIM 
HF I GHT (L , = Hl 
AAA(l )=AA 
STAG(L'=STAGP~/144. 
nn ')r 1= 1. NUMRAD 
UFPTH( I.l )=E~OUEP( I) 
RATF(I.L'=ERURAT(I' 
lJl J( I • L ) = lJ' I ) 
RHon, I .L) =RtiO( I) 
AIJl" r • l ) =AA*U( I ) 
RFTAAfl.L'=RETA(IJ*57.29571. 
OVNAM(I.L)=OVPKES(1'/144. 
SURF ( I.L )=PKESUR( I '*STAGPR/144. 
PTOT(I.L)= SlJRF(I.L)+PINF 1144. 














































































,cn IF fiFIG'3r5~24c.25C 
c****** WklTE All THE SAV~O VALUES 
240 Rl=REPRFS/144. 
~ I T F (3.100' ENG PAR. t31 




JF (L.FO.l.nR.TIMFlL'.EO.H~LOl' GO TO 242 
IF (TIMF(l'+TIMOEl.LE.HOL01' GO TO 245 




r. ALL 0 LJT (lJ E P r H l 1 • l • • L • H 0 lIJ 1 , 1 , TIM 0 E l , T E M Pl. 
24' IF (HEIhHT(l).GT.HHOV~R' ~RITE (3.101. 
IF (L.NF..I) HJLDl=HOlDl+0EL~AX 
241 IF (HEIGHT(l).LE.HHJVEk' WRITE (3.702) 
WRITE (3.70~' hEIGHT(l).TIME(l'.AAA(l).STAG(L' 
wRITE (~.7C4' 
·00 244 Y=l.~U~~AO.NORAO 
'44WRYTE (3.705) RAu( 1) .DEPTH(I.L,.BETA14(I.L).RATt(I,L., 
1 S lJR F ( I • L) • OY NA M ( I. l •• ~ HO 0 ( I • l) • ALJU , 1 ,l' , UU' I , 1.. , , PT uT ( 1 ,L t 
If (IFLG1.EO.O) GO TO 245 
00 '35 I=l.NlJMRAU 








IF lTIM.FO.Hr.LDl) Gu TO 252 
IF lIfLG2.EO.fJ GO··T·o 22-1 
IF (TtM+TIMDEl.LE.HOVTIM) GO TO 221 
IfI.G2=] 
HOl 02= Hl1Vr·Hr· 
00 '15 l=l.NlJMRAD 






































































CAll lllJT C ER ODEP. L. HOl02 .2. T I MOEL. TEMPI' 
WRITf '~.707' 
TT TM= HOVTTtJ. 
IF (HOVT IM.EO. HOL01. HOL01=HOL01+0ElMAX 
GO TO 216 
'-~1 IF (TH.t+.-rMoE""C;;rE.HO(D~)- (;0- TO'-255 





25; IF' fHOl.IJT;-lT;"HUVn"M' "WRrTE' T3. 7011 
TTIM=HOlOl 




WR ITE"', T. 103) HI.ITTlr.""A"4".U 
~ ITE f3. 704) 
00 254 l=l.NUMRAO.NORAO 
"Rl =""8FrA I I J (( 5 1. 295 1 t 





WRITE (3.705! RAO'I).EROriEPfII.81.EAORATCII.S3. 
IRHOfll~Rr.1Jlrr.~ 
'-54 CONT INlJE 
IF ClfI.Gl.EO.O) GO TO 255 
on 2n"Y ="1.-;Nur1RAU 
ERORAT(I.=TEMPICI' 
2'5 fROOEPCI'=TEMP(I' 
255 'CONTINOF .' 
c*o.... SET NEW ERROR ROUNDS fOR RKAM 

































































00 31,' 1= 1. N UM RA D 
BJ'll=AAS(EROOEP(I'/ERRUP' 
FL (I '=AKS( E~CiOEP( l'/ERRlO) 
YMAX=AMAXICYMAX.EROOEP11" 
31 0 ~O N T I ,\j lJ F 
-",} , 
~ 
C****** IF NECE~SA~V ADJUST TiME INCREMENT ON 
C****** LAST PASS 
If 'TIM.GE.fI~TI~) GC TO 1 
IF 'FINTIM-TI~-TIMUEl'320.11.11 
~,o TIMOEL=FI~TIM-TIM 
GO TO 1~ 
400 WRITF (3.716' 
_ GO TO ) 




-135H . RECOVERY PRESSURE 'PSI' =E15.8111' 
FORMAT (1115H DESCENDINGII) 
FORMAT (1113H HOVERINGII' 
FORMAT (3~H NOZZLE HEIGHT (fT' =E15.8.21X. 
16HTIME =Fl~.41130H MOMENTUM fACTOR A =EI5.8. 






















704 FORMAT' 11151X.5HSURF •• 8X.4HDYN •• 20X.5HPART •• 1X.3HG"S,9X.5HTOTALI 
00001500 
00001510 
00001520 1 12H STATION 12H DEPTH 12H SLOPE 12H RATE 
2 12H PRESS. 12H PRESS. 12H GAS DENS. 12H VEL. 
3 12H V~l. 12H PRESS. 112H eFT' 12H (FT) 
4 12H (UEG) 12H (FT/SEC) 12H (PSI) 12H (PSI) 
5 12H SllJG/CU FT 12H IFT/SEC) 12H (FT/SE(") 12H (PSI) 
70~ FORMAT rl0'lX.El1.~') 
706 FORMAT (61H NO TIME INCREMENT (OELTIH' fOR CASE. I'M GO[~G TO 
IT CASF) 
END 

























''\\ .. , 
3 
AtJXSUB 
SUBROUTINE AU(SJ~ (leNT' 
~" 
.J 









~ IF (ICNT.NE.l) GO TO 5 
iF (L.NE.l) Y~AX=C. 
5 CONTINuE 
C* •• *~$ CALCULATE PARA~~TERS THAT ~RE CO~ST~NT WITH 
c**t*** RESPECT TJ RAOIUS 
IF (Tl~-HOVTt~) 1,1,2 
1 Hl=Hr-vEl*TIM 










lET A=B 1 *62*_B3 
AA=1./(.5+SQRT(.25+1.llETA)' c...... CALCULATE PAR4~ETERS Ar RAOI~L STATIO~S 
DO 20 I=l,NUM~AD 
20 THFT(I)=AT~N2(R~D(II,H' 
C(t ••• ** BETA IS SLJPE OF EROOEPVS. RAO 
CALL DERIV (E~aDEP,RAD,BETAtNU~R~O' 
DO 3C I=l,NUM~AD 
30 BETA(I)=ATAN(BET~(I)' 






























































-, ) ... 
AUXSUS 
c**.*** S~OOTH erTA CJRVE' NUMSMT a NUMBER OF TIMES 
C ••• *** CJRVE IS SMOOfHEO 
CALL S~OOTH (~ErA,NUMRAD,NUMSMT' 
c****** CALCUl~TE THE DERIVATIVE AT EACH RAOI4L STATION 
DO 4C I=l,NUMRAD 
Bl=COS(THET(I) )**(AN*(ENGPA~"4.)'.(COS(BETA([) '**2' 
PRESLJR(i)=B1·«1.-TAN(THET(I)·T~N(BETA(I."ec*2' 








IF (YMAX.LE.(.) F~ICCO(I)=AO 




IF (TAJ(I}-TAUSTR(I') 34,34,35 
34 ERORATCt)=C. 
GO TO 40 
35 ERORAT( 1'=2.*( TAU( I ,-.AUSTR( I' '/( A~*500EN-* 




iI!~ ........... _~"'~ __ '_",,'_" 
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J 
StJ8ROUTINE DERIV (V,PAD,8fTA,N' 
C*.**** SETA IS SlCPf OF V VS. RAO 
DIMENSICN V(N),RAD(N.),BETAfN) 
C$***.* N MUST BE GREATFR THAN OR eQUAL TO 5 
If (N.lT.5. GG TO lce 
H=12.*(RAQ(2)-RAO(1}) 










ICC ~RITE (3,lCl) 
leI feRMAT (37H IN SU8ROllTIN(;QERIY N IS t..t;SS THAN 5' 
RETURN 
E~D 
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nn 1 !=3,"J"lK 
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SU8~ourtNE RIC AM( XDp,HOP, VAR, DER.AUXSUB.N ,OPT, 
1 f!U, El ,H~AX. ~f-4 IN ,1 CNT ,TFMP~, NH, 




C EXIT IF N y~ IFRO OR N~GATIVF 
YF(NN.L~.~l QfTUPN 
lC:TrNT 
C TRAN~~~R O~ R-K ONLY OPTION 
TFfQPT.NF.o.n, Gn TO ?OO 
TFflr.GT.?) Gn Tn 110 















YF(IC.GT.l' ~O TO 12C 
Cf'UNTFQ. WI\<\ lfPn ON FNTPV--~TORe: INITIAL f1ROt~ATFS 
f'ir. 1 ('\ c; T = 1 , "~N 
Tr~PS(5,Il=TEMPC;(1.I' 
TFMP~(~.T,=v~Q(T' 
G(1 Tn 12" 
Cr.UNTFR y" GRF~Trp THAN 2--APAMS-MOUlTON STFP 
STnQF ~NT~V n~nTNATF~ 




STnRF ENT~V OEPTVATIVF5 
or 175 T=l.~~ 
TF~p~r4~Tl=oFQ(Tl 
IffK.FQ.O) GO Tn 300 
TN~FGDaT~ ~~~ ~T~P WTTH P-K 
K=C 







































































2 H' 'It('p=x n''+r')D 
?l~ r.C ??O T=l,~~ 
?20 V~Q(T)=T~~PS(?,J)+A*nrQ'T) 
rt ll ~ t n(<<::: ' JR f rr) 
1(=1l+~ 
rFfK.~ O .~) r,o Tn ?3C 
nr ? 21) T = 1 , ~!N 
~,~ Trt.tp~f~.T)=T~~P~( 3 ,T)+?~*ryEPft) 
YC(K.FO.!) r;r Tn ?!c::: 
~=HnD 
r-.r rn ."" 
? ~t) a = a.1 " • (" 
nn ? ~ ') T = 1 , ~N 
("fl)=T~MP«:::(?,T' 
(f :?'=T~MP~( 1, T l 




r ~ Lt. ~ tJ ')( ~ I I P, ( . - ) 
'F(noT.N~.0. a } P~TUPN 
r,r Tn ~f"" 
~ 'NTr~O~T c ~~c ~TcP WITH A-M ~N') TEST STEP ~T7c 
~Or:' ,,=~·mD/~4." 
xnp=)(')p+Hf)D 
nr. 31 0 T = ~ ,Nr--I 
TrMP~(1, ! ~= ~*("~ .C~T~"'PSf£.T'-~9.0*TEMPS(I),T' 
1+~7." *TC"4 f'1 <\ (~, T ,-o.""'Tc"r~ (7, T') 
rf' '=T~t.l DC( '. T) 
r (? )=TC'..1 r><:; (-' , T) 
~ ! f) V ~ 0 ( T l = '". r. r.J + T C M D l\ ( 1 , ! ) 
rt-ll AlJX ' lJ o, fIr} 
K=I'\ 
"r ~ ., ~ T -:: 1 ,N ~ 







RKA, ~OO4 2 42 
44 
RI(A~O f)44 45 
RKAWlO Olt 5 46 
QKA~O O46 4q 
~K A "'004 '1 c;~ 
. '-
RKA~004 8 S? 
PKa"' OO4<) I)~ 
QKAt.40 0'lO 56 
RK, A~aalj 1 57 
RKA~Of) 52 5q 
~KAJIotOO5~ 59 
PKAt.tf)f) 54 6 0 
~I(A~OO 55 61 
QKAMO O56 f-J2 
~I<A~Oa"7 63 




~KAJIotO O62 10 
RKA ... OO63 11 
RKA~0064 12 



















C:n\A~ f " _ ,,,c,..t)~ f 1 ; T ) ) 
!F( r. . L: . ~l ( !) } GO TO 3 2(' 
1(=' 
'FfC. t T .r-IIfnl r.r TO ~~O 
!FfA 8~(~DP) . GT .( 2 . *HMrN" Gn TO 500 
:) " 
" ~O ( ( 1 ) = T '= ~ D ~ f 7 , T ! 
C (?)=T J:~P<;(1 , 11 
r: n p= CDo ... " 
VAR( !l=r:fl) 
"2C; TF~P~( ' , Tl=C f 2 } 
CA U . A "X~'J" (Ir ) 
TF(Tr, . r,T . ~) GO Tn 3 30 
Tr= 4 






r,o T f) 60 " 
Tr=T C+1 
T F ( ! f • LT. 1) r.n Tn ~ cr 
JFf~ "S(Hnp ). GT.(HMAXI7.C" r,f' TO 600 
f'OtJ AlTNG pP'Jcr~~ -- pr A R~ A NG~ nE RIVATIVES A~n F,(TT 
Tf=4 
HP P=HOP*?O F") " 
nr 4 10 T=l , NN 
T~~P~ (6 , T)=TJ: M~~(1,T) 
TrMD S f 7 , !' = T ~MD ~ (O,!) 
r, r. Tn '10" 
HALV ING PQ"r,J:~S 
C'ltJNT~~ L. T . 4--f'aCt< '3 STEPS--RE~TAQT Q-t< WTTH HI? 
COUNT eD G. T . 3--YNT~~pnLATF--RfOO LAc;T STFP WITH H/2 
r:rp=H l1 o 
N~=T 
Hr:" p=Hnp I ,;? 0 DO 
TFfT r: . r.F .4) r,n Tn ~?O 
Jr" ::: 1 
XGP= Xno -4. 000*('OP 
nr " 1 (' T =, , ~tN 
v~Q (T)=T r.MO <;( Ot T ) 
101"')4/67 
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SURROUTINE OUT IHOLE .l.HOlO1.NBRAN.TIMOEL.TEMP1J 
OI MENSln~J HOlECl' . B(4' . TEf.1P1(1-' 
DOUBLE PRECISION TIM.TIMOEL.HOL01.TTIH 00000030 
COMMON /OUTPUT/OEPTHC150.3J.RATE(150.3,.TIME C3 ,.UUC150.3'. 000 00040 
lSURF (15n. 3' .DY NAM( 150. 3J .RHOO( 150.3) .HEI GHT( 3' .AAA' 3' , 00000050 
2S TAG (3) . PTOTe 150.3). 00000060 
3TE MPS(Q.150t.EU(150) .EL(150).AUUI150.3'.8ETAA(150.3) 00000070 
COMMON/PARAM/THET(150J.8ETA(150),PRE5UR(150J. 0000 0080 
lOYPRES(150J.U(150). RHOC150) . fRIC COC1 50 ).TAU(15 0).TAUSTRC1 501, 00000090 
2 ERQR ATC150, . RAO(150, .ERODEP(150' , AA .GAMA . AMACH .GASCON ,GAMI , 000001 00 
3RA OFX.GASTEM.GAS VI5.PINF .AN.PARSIZ.DRAGCO.SODEN. 00000110 
4COHSTR.COHPAR .ALPHA.AO.Al.SOPAC.GRAV.PRES.HO.HHUVER. 00000120 
5HOVTI M.FI NTIM .VE l .A2.A3. EPS.NU HRAO .N UMSMT , REPRES. · 00000130 
6 ENGPAR.F.Y~AX ,L.STAGPR ,H.TIH,Hl 00000140 
IF ( NBRAN eEO.2 ) GO TO 10 00 000150 I ... 
> on 5 I =l. NUMRAO 00000160 4 I 5 ER OOEP(IJ=HOLE(I' 00000170 5 N 
0' 10 CONTINUE 00000180 7 
YYMAX=Yf~AX 00 0001 90 8 
YMA ~ :: ERODEP C 1 , 00 000200- 9 
00 11 l=l"NUMRAO 00000 2 10 10 
11 YMAX=AMAXICERODEPC I',YHAX. 00000220 11 
TTU1=TH1 00 000230 13 
TI M=HOlDl 00000240 14 
CAl.l AUXSlJR (5 ' 00000250 15 
TI M=TTIH 00 000260 16 
YHAX=YYMAX 00000270 17 
S= tHOL01-TIM'/T I MOEL 000002 80 18 
Rll ,=S*S*S+8.*S* S+22 . * S+24. 00 000290 19 
RC2 '=-S*(~.$S*S+20.*S+36 •• 00000300 20 
RC "=S*C3.*S* S+16.*S+18.J 00000310 21 
R(4'=-S*CS+2.1*(S+2.' 00000320 22 
00 15 l=l.NUMRAO 00 000330 23 
SlJ M=TE ~1P 1 ( I ) 24 
DO 12 J= 2.4 25 
l' SUM=SUM~8(J) *TE~PS (J+3.1) 00000360 26 
J ) " J 
OUT 11/09/67 
EROOEP( I J=ER OOEP( I J+SUM. ( HOLO I-TIMJ/24. 00000370 28 
1') CONTI NUE 00000380 29 
tF ( NARAN.EO.2J RETURN 00000390 31 
'TIME(L)=HOLOI 000 00 /.00 34 
HE I G H T (l , = H 1 OOO'}O410 35 
AAAC l)=AA OOOOO/~ 20 36 
~TA G C L)=STAGPR /144. 37 
00 7 0 1= 1.NUMRAO 00000440 39 
OFPT H(I.L t=EROOEP( I) 00 000450 39 
RAT E' I.l )=ERORAT( I J 000004 60 40 
Ul J , I • l J = LJ ( I ) '00000470 41 
RH 00 ( I • L J = R HO ( r ) 000 004 80 4 2 
AJU ( I.l.' =AA * UC I» 00000490 43 
» 
BFTA ACI.l'=8ETA(I'*5 7.29577 0000')5 00 44 
I OY NAMCI.l'=DYPRES(IJ/144 . 00000510 45 
N SU RF( I.l '=PRESUR( I '*STAGPR/144. 000 00520 46 
-J 
p TOT ( I .l ) = SUR F ( I • l , + PIN F 1144. 00000 530 47 
10 CONT INUE 00 000540 48 
RET URN 00000550 50 
ENn 00 000560 5 1 
o 5. Exan1pl FORTRAN IV Soil E r osion Calculations 
Exan1ple calculations arc presented in this section for the following 
paran1e t c r value s 
'{ .. 1. 252 
M = 3.98 
R e = 23 10 ft2/sec 2 oR 
r 
e 




-6 2 I-Lc = 1 x 10 lb - sec/ft 
Q = 34 deg (0 . 593 rad ) 
= 12.3 ft/ se c 2 g 




= 40 ft .. 
Po = . 0726 psia (10. 45 psf) 
D = 300 microns (0 . 000984 ft ) 
n :: 1 
a =. 2 
o 
a 1 = 0 
a 2 =0 
a 3 = 0 
c :: . 5 
CD = 2 
Acoh - 0 
r h = 0 co 
V = 5 ft/s ec 
v 
p = 42. 5 psia (6120 psf) 
c 
The fir st output data sheet lists the input param eter s, the c omput d 
va lue of k, recovery pressure F • and the soil e rosion data at t = 0.1 sec 
r 
(h = 39.5 ft). The second output data sheet shows fne erosion data at 
t = 2 sec (h = 30 ft) and t = 4 s ec (h = 20 ft). The output data are th e rad-
ia l station r, e r osion depth y, e ros ion c rat r slope (3, e ros ion rat e y, sur-
fac e pressure p, dynamic pressure q, gas density p, soil particle velocity 
v, gas velocity u , and total st'.rface pressure p + p. Also shown ar e th e 
o 




-"An i nitial nozzle height of 40 fe e t, r athe r tha n 1 00 feet, was used in this 
example , becauee n o erosion takes place above a 40-foot nozzle height for 
the 300 micron particles. Obs e rve, for example, on pages A-29 and A-30 
that the erosion rate is zero at all radial stations at the 40-foot nozzle 






I . , " ' ~:--:--:-' r' 4 ~------~ "'...:: ~ r;'~- ,.. 4/~T ,- . ' s" aT. " " -...J : ... ) ....... , , 
~A~a.t.25~,~~ACH·'.~ ~,~&~C~~·'~ ! O.,~ACEx·.)~q, 
GA~TFM·5670., CASVIS ·l. F. -6,PTNF·tO .4 5,AN·l , 
P1R~'l·.000984 ,nRar.co·?,spnFN·5.~1 , COHSTR.O . 
[QHPAR·O.,&LD~! •• 5?~~~A,AO·.2,11·0. , A2·C.,A3·0., 
~QPlC ·.5,CR1V · 12 . 3 , PRES.6 120 .,HO-40., 
~HnV~R-l~., HnV~ I~.~ ., FINTt~~4.,V~L-5 . 
"P~-!. "'- '5,N'J'4QlIl)a1 ~. N!"'P ~n=1.NU"'S"'T.2. 
R10JUS·24., OF.LMIN-.l.0fL~~Xa2 ., O~LTIM·.1, 
"RII1jp-50 •• rRRlO-400 ., SFNO 
r-~-======-=======================================-~====================================~£:====================~~ I e~;'T ~· " PARAIolFTrr • O.4qq7- ;q~~2~E~n~1~ ____________________________________________________________________________ ~ 
p~r"VcQv I'Q"'S'\UP r. (oc:y, • 0.31C;1!5 1349r; 01 
"Ie c;r I:Ni' t "Ie; 
N"~71.!" ~~'r.H" Ie.,., : O.}0'501000F I)'" TI"'~ • 0.1000 





) :) o 
ne:~rr.Nn'~G 
N01llF. HEIGHT (FT) - O.30000000E OL 
~0~~MTU~ ~6rT~Q , = 0.R o 185561E-0! 
<:TI\~yrw "Ft>~H !iLr.pr: RATE 
I FTl ( I"T, I rn:) (F'! IS EC I 
n.] OOI)r'-04 0 O.13c~r-07 O. 
0.2000~ 01 o. -0. ~5 73f-07 O. 
0.4000E 0' O. O.R 3~nF -07 O. 
o 6000'" 0' o. - . ?1141"-0t- O. 
- --- -- - --
- . 
TIME • 2.0000 
STAGN~TION PR ESSU~~ (PST' z O .? 2146237~-02 
~UPF. 
PRES S . 
IPq, 
DYN. 
PRfSS. GAS DENS. 
IP~T' ~LU';/CIJ FJ 
o . 22?')r.-02 -() . -0. 
0 . 2190f-O? 0 . 431QE - 0 4 0.2418E-07 
Q.2064r:-02 /).1650!:-O3 O. 2306f-0'T 
0.1 81'1F-02 0 . 33651:-03 0 . 2134 1:-07 
- . .. -
--
.... --_ ... -
-- -
. -. . _- --
PART. 
VEl . • 
IFlISH, 
- 0. 
0 . ~4f!4E 02 
0 .1 289E 03 
0 .1<H3f 03 




-0. 0 .14 80 E- Ol 
0 .7222E 03 0 . 1476E- Ol 
0.1435E 04 0 .lo\63E-Ol 
0.2131E 04 0.1444 E-Ol 
- ------
__ J> _ ... 
_. 
O.'()O()F O? O. O .~ \P~r-o~ c. 0.!?O ~F - 02 0 . 691At;-03 0 . 16R?r-07 O . ?090~ 03 0 . 3441E 04 0.1 396E - Ol 
O.'700 r O? n . o . ~"o?r-o~ o . 0.114~ r - o? O . P.I01~-03 O. 1441F-07 0 . 36~2l 03 0.404bF 04 0.7372 E-Ol 
O.14 00r 02 0 .3370 ~- Ot 0 .~ 755r-05 0 .336 SE -CS (). q2 1 0~-0 3 0 . 8937 E-03 0 . 12l0E-07 0 . 4140E 03 0 . 4612E 04 0 . 7349E-OL 
O·.l~ OOF 02 0.625A~-06 0.400?C- J6 0 . J 97QE -OS O.124~E-0~ 0 .Q lS9~-03 0 .999 4 E-08 0 .4613l 03 0 . 5138E 04 0 . 1329E-Ol 
0 . 1800e: 02 0 .4081~- . 6 -0.9 33Qr-05 0 .2764F-05 0 . ~603E-01 0 . 8q~AE-03 0 . 8l38f-08 0 . 5050E 03 0 . 5624E 04 0 . 7313E-Ol 
O . ~000r O? 0 . 2l1~r-07 - O . qq??I-O~ C. 56!7C -06 O . 427~:-C' O . R3RA~-C3 0 . ~~')4~-OA 0 . ~451f 03 0 . 6011f 04 0.1300E-Ol 
0 . 2?00~ 07 O. O . ]'43~-nL O. 0 . !?24~ -O' 0 . 7~3~c-0~ O . 5234~-08 0 . ~~19[ 03 0 . 6~PIE 04 O. 7289E-Ol 
L~---~--~--' - ------~------- -------~-~-------- --- ------------- --
nf$CeNf'lt~G 
"'ln~!L~ W ': Tr.IH (J:T) ().~OOO~OOO!= O~ TTt4f a 4.0000 
~P~~NTU N J:ArT"~ ~ ".7401t~S?r-O~ STAGN\TfCN PP~SSUQ E (PST) = 0.50279035f-02 
l 
[- • u m nnn___un ________ • •• ----- _ ------ • ___ U -- -1 




( J:T ) 
~t np~ 
( nl=GI 
P4Tr PR!,$~. PRfSS. GAS DfNS. VEL. VEL. PPESS. 
(n/SC:CJ fPq, (PSTl SLUG/CU FT (fT/HCJ CFT/SI:CJ (PSt! 
0.1000F-04 c. 0 . ?~48F-0't O. 0.50281;-02 -(). -0. - 0 . -0. 0.1160 E-Ol 
~.~nO~F 01 O. - 0 .oc7?r-04 O. O.4 A08J: - 02 0 .71 62~-03 O.5334f-07 0 .79 91E 02 0.1080E o~ 0.7738E-Ol 
n. 4~0()C 0' r) . O . l~AAr-O~ o . O.4?1 5 ~ - C? 0 .1 ~10~-C3 0 .4 ~01~-07 O.1517t 03 0 . 2131E 04 0 . 761 8E-Ol 
o.~oo()r O~ n .'445~-04 /).4At7~- 0~ 0 .47 3Sr- -J4 ().:412 r -OZ 0 . 1376F-02 0 .4 056~-01 0 . 2314E 0) 0 . 3 1 26E 04 0 ~ 7598E-Ol 
O.~nooc 01 0 .' ~ ~~~-04 o . ~o~cr_o~ 0 .67 51f-04 0 .? ~7~J: - C2 0 . lA4'C:-0? 0 .l243~- 07 0.2994F 03 0 .4 046= 04 0 . 7515 E-Ol 
O.IO OOe 02 0.49l8 E-04 0 . 2 454~-C3 0 . 6133E-04 0 .I A 4 2!= -C ~ 0 . ?050E-02 0 . 2479E-07 0 . 3612f 03 O.4880E 04 0.7441E-OD 
O.l ~OOF 0'- 0.~125~-04 -0.~Q~7f-04 0 . 5657F - 04 0 . 1261C:-02 0 . ?011~-02 0 . ·lB3l E-01 0 .41 63E 03 0.5624E 04 0 . 1383E-Ol 
0 . 1400c 0'- 0.450\=-04 -O.?602~-01 C.4193~-04 0.R36!C-01 C. 1807F-02 0 . 131 Q E-07 0.4649f 03 0 . 6281E 04 0.7341E-Ol 
O .'~ OO~ 0: /) . 140A--04 -O . ~S~~r-O: C . ?74~r-04 O . 5 4:'~-0' O. 1525!:-C2 0 . 9344f-08 0 .5014f OJ 0 . bB55E 04 0 . 73111:-01 
n.!QOnr 07 0 . ~~3l~-04 -" . ~7~~r-03 0 .14 36~-04 " . ?4Q4r. -C 3 0 .1 ?~1~-02 0 . 6556~-08 0 . ~444~ 03 0.1355~ 04 0.7292E-Ol 
0.7000r. O? n . Aqq'~-05 -0.71~~ ~-03 0.4R63 ~ -05 0 . 72?4r.-03 0 . o~4A~-03 0 .4 SQor-OR 0 . ~765f 03 0.1789l 04 0 . 7279E-Ol 
O.2'!OO" 07. O.Q383t;-C8 -0.1 751£-01 O. 0 . 1419F-0 3 0 . 1406;-03 0 . 31~qE-OB · 0 . 6044E (f3-0.8165E 04 O.1271E-Ol 
, 
APPF: DIX B . JET TURNING ANGLE 
In App ndix A, a modifi ' ation to Roberts' surface loading theory was 
:'ncorporat ' d thr ou 1h the pararn te l' n to account for the focusing effect of 
thl.' j t wh n th gas 'xpano s into a nonze 1'0 pr s s' re . If such a modification 
is found to b e suitable when he necessary te st data becomes a vailable , 
it is b Ii ved that n would dep nd in some rnanner on the angle at which the 
jet is turned when it 1 ,aves the nozzle exit lip. During this i!1'Jestigation , 
the angle t hrough which th jet would be turned while expanding into a 
perfect vacuun1 and a Martian env ironment was exarnined. The r esults 
of this inve stigation are pI' sented he r e even t hough they had little influence 
on the soil erosion computations p er formed. 
Accordin g to Referenc s 4 and 5, the jet turning angle 0 is ,given by 
Figure Bland (with a change in notation) 
where 
= Prandtl-M y l' turning angle corresponding to th e ambient 
stagnation pre s sure ratio 
\I = Prandtl- Meyer turning a ngl e corresponding to the nozzle 
e exit Mach number 





,-r-- THROAT CENTERLINE 
---~-'~- -
Figure B 1. Jet Turning Angle. Geometry 
B-1 
where 
The equations glV n [or v 1 and ve ar 
= 
- 1 tan 
) Y.+ l -I v = tan 
e ~- 1 
-- ~ '- 1 2 - 1 2 
.Y.:2 (M - 1) - tan M - 1 ~+1 1 1 
( 2 ) -1 Me - 1 - tan 
M = 2 
1 ~- 1 - 1 
and the additional paramete r s are defined as 
M = exit Mach number (dimensionle ss ) 
e 
Pc = ch amber gas pre s sure (p sf) 
Po = ambient pre s sure (p sf) 
'( = gas specific heat ratio (dimensionless) 
In a perfect vacuum (p = 0) the jet turning angle become s 
o 
v = ~ [V~~; -I] + ge (radians ) 
(B2) 
(B 3 ) 
(B4) 
(B5) 
The solution of Equation (B 5) is shown in Figure BZ for a range of 
gas specific heat ratios, and the solution of Equation (B1) is shown in 
F igure B3 for a range of ambient pressures for several specific heat ratio s. 
For example, acc ording to Figure B2 for a specific heat ratio of 1. 252, 
the turning angle in a perfec t vacuum would be about 114 degrees. Whereas, 
while expanding into a Martian ambient pre ssure of 0.0726 psi, the turning 
angle is approximately 24. 6 degrees. These calculations suggest that the 
surface pressuros under the }.1artian ambient pressures should be higher 
a t the stagnation poi~t and be confined to a smaller i'egion on the surface 
than if th~ jet expanded into a perfect vacuum. The specific depend ence 
of n, if one actually exists, upon these tu rning angles can be investi gated 
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Figure B2. Variation of Turning Angle w ith Specific Heat Ratio-
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Figure B3. Var i a tion of Jet Turning Angle With Ambie nt 
Pre s sure a nd Gas Spec ific Heat Ratio 
B-4 
) APPE DIX C. PARTICLE TRAJECTORI ES 
This ap pendix considers th e mo tion o f a particle ejected from a horizontal plane 
surface at veloci t y V and angl e B with the surface. After ejection the particle movea 
urde r the ac tion of gravitational and aerodynamic drag forces . The objective of the 
ana lysis is to determi ne the particle impact point. The m~tivation for performi ng 
. 
this ana l ysis is because small soil particles can attain a large fracti on of the gas 
ve 1o~ity . ~ Th~n . at s uch large velocit ies . thei r subseq uent motion can be dr a9 tica11y 
alt e r ed by the presence of an atmosphere. 
Figure C1 shows a typical par t~ c1e trajectory. The symbols and the coordinate 
s yst em us ed in the analysis are defined as follows : 
A 2 a particle cross- sectional a rea (ft ) 
aerodyroamic drag coefficient (d imens ionless ) 
- particle diameter (ft) 
K - 1 - drag parameter (ft ) 
m • par ticle mas s (slugs) 
r c particle radial displacement f r om poin t of e j ection (ft) 
R c particle ~ar.ge in an atmosphere (ft) 
R c parti c le range in a vacuum (ft ) 
o 
tl c time to reach maximum height . Y
m 
(sec) 
t2 duration of flight (sec) 
u = horizonta] component of initial veloci t y = V cos B ( f t /sec) 
o 
v - vertical component of initial velocity c V sin B (ft/sec) 
o 
v 2 E vertical velocity at impact (ft/sec) 
V - particle ejection velocity (ft/sec) 
y c par t icle vertical disp l a cement from point of ej ection (f t) 
Ym - maximum heigh t (ft) 
C-1 
1. 
B - angl e at which particle leavas surface (cad) 
3 
p - atmosphere mass density (slugs/ft ) 
3 







Figure Cl: Typical Particle Trajectory Showing Gravity and 
Aerodynamic Forces 
Par tic l e Motion in a Vacuum 
The equations of motion of a particle in the r direction in a vacuum is 
m r - 0 
reo) .. o. reo) 
and in the y direc ti on is 
m y E - mg 
yeo) z o. yeo) 
- u - V cos S o 
.. v .. V sin B 
o 
The solution of these equations are 
r - u t 
o 




Eliminating time the trajectory be comes 
2 
y • r tan S ___ ~g_r~_ 










From (Cl ) and (C4 ) one fin ds t hat 
2 
1 Vo 
maximum height = 2 g 
tl - t i me to reach maximum height 
v'i. sin2 8 R a range ". ~-=-== 
o g 




v2 - vertical velocity at i mpact 












To account f or the atmospheric drag forces one must assume a particle shape and 
the drag force law. It is assumed the drag force is proportional to the square 
of the veloci ty componen t and that the particles are spherical. 
(a) Motion in r Direction 
The equation of motion for the r direction is 
(C10) 




.. • 2 
r • - Kr (e12) 
wtere 
3 peD K· ---4 00 (ell) . 
C-3 
n 
The solution of (Cl2) satisfying th e initial condition5 is 
r • 1 ~n (1 + Ku t) K 0 (C14) 
(b) Moti on in y Direction 
For motion in the y direc tion it is convenient to separate the total 
f light time into two periods; one in which the particle is ascending and 
the second when it is descending. During the upward m~ tion the drag 
forc e , which opposes the velocity, acts downward , and therefore is a 
negat ive force acting on the particle. During the downward motion the 
drag force, which again opposes the velocity, acts upward, and therefore 
is a positive force acting on the particle. The initial conditions are: 
t KO , yeo, y c + V 
o 
(CIS) 
and at the end of the ascent phase (at time t c t l ) the conditions are: 
= 0 
At the end of the descent phase (at time t • t 2) when the particle 
impacts the plane the conditions are: 
(CI6) 
t • t 2, Y - 0, y - v 2 (Cl7) 
Ascent Phase 
The equation of motion is 
I '2 
my - - 2 pACDy - mg 
or 
'2 
Y • - Ky - g (CIS) 
Replacing y by 
'd I d'2 y • y :::.t. • _ :::.t. 




and solving for y 8S a function of the veloci ty y for the 




+ __ 0 
Y . -
g 
2K • 2 
+ .!Si:.-g 
From (C20) t he maximum upward displacement is found to be 
(occurs when y • 0) 
The velocity y for any displacement y is 






Upon separation of variables (C2 2) can be placed in the form 
where 
~ A--Vl+-i-" 








The t i me t - t lt when the part i cle reaches the maxi mum he i gh t 
corresponds to y - Y
m
• U8in~ the definition of A given by 
(C24) equation (e 2l) becomeo 
or 
and 











Using t hese r esults the time tl de termined from (C2S) becomes 
1 ~ -1 ( A-l + &-:J.) 2 t 1 tsK - tan ~ 
. A+1 + ,h.2_1 J 
(C26) 
After a f ew algeb raic manipulat ions t he argument of the inverse 




B - v fK' o-Vg 
A-l 
- B 
and there fore the time tl becomes 







Descent Ph se 
The equation o f mo tion for the descent phase i s 
1 '2 
my - + : pACO y - mg 
or 
• 2 
y - Ky - g (C29) 
Preceding along steps similar to t hose dur ing t he asc~nt phase , 
the first integral of (C29) is 
where C1 is a constan t of integration . This constant is 
deternined such that 
and the solution becomes 
1 A2 Y - 2K i n 
• 2 )1 Kv ' 1 - .;..;.L.-
g . ' L. 
The im~act velocity can be de termined from (C30) by setting 
y - 0 a nd y = v2 • The res ul t is 
A A - 1 f9 v2 - - K At. 
from which one finds that 
Returning to (C30) and solv~ng for y gives 









Since y i s negative dur ing t he downwa r d mo ti on , one t akes t he 
nega tive s ign . Sepa r a ting variab les yi e lds 
Ae - Ky dy 
..j A 2e-2Ky - 1' 
- !i: dt 
"\' K 
and t hen in t eg r a tion of (C33) ·gives 
1 - 1 ( - K \ l ff 
- --A}( cosh Ae Y) c - - S t + C A K 2 
where C2 i s a constant of in t egra tion . T: 1s cons tant is 
dete r mined such that at 
t - t l , Y - Ym 
and th e s olution becomes 
1 { - 1 ( -Ky ) t - - - cos h Ae 
;gK 
~ 2 t an- 1 (A;l l} 
(C 33) 
(C34) 
The t ime t - t 2 at which the particle i mpacts t he ground is 
obtained fr om (C34) by setting y • o. Making us e of the relation 
cosh- l (A ) - i n IA +-JA2-{I. i n (A+B) t he t i me t2 becomes 
t2 - _1_ { i n (A+B) + 2 tan -11 A;l) ~ (C35) 
/gK ) 
The corresponding r ang e i s now obta i ned by substituting this 
value of t - t 2 int o (C14) to obtain 
(C36) 
One can r eadi l y ver ify th~ ~ Lhese do lutions reduce to t hos e 
obtained for tlf Ym' t 2, v2 and R for the drag free case, if the 
C-8 
.' 
ler1es t!x pAnsi on ( valid for . mall K) 
2v 3 0 7 Vo 
+ 0 (K2) (, 2 • 
-- ITTK g 
I 
is 1ntroduced and the limit t aken A8 K approaches zero. 
( c) 5 UJTIT\a ry. 
The corres pond ing equ8~10n8 li.ted in (C5) through (e9) obtained f or the 
drag f r ee cas become the follCNlna for the case when aerodynamtc drag 
is cons Idered : 
2 
n (1 t Kv I g) 
o 
t __ 2_ tan':1(A-l) 
1 ~ B , 
R • ~ in (1 + Ku
o
t 2) 
~2 "! _1_ {2 tan -1 ( A;l ) + 1n (A+B)} @ -
~ri B - v o 
~n ~nd ~catlon of ~he effect Qf the a.rodynamic drAg on the range 




This figure shows the ratio of the range in atmosphere t~ that in a vacuum 
as functions of the nondlmens ional pararr.eters. 
2 2 
Kvo 3 pCOV 2 
a· - - -- cos S g 4 oOg 
2 2 
Kuo 3 pCoV 2 b - -- - - -- sin S g 4 oOg 
(d) Est ima te of Drag Coef ficient 
In an effort to estimate the drag coefficient calculations of range w~re 
made and compareu with experimental data listed in Reference 6. On page 401 
of Refere nc e 6 tha following data for a .30 caliber bullet are lis ted. 
nozz le velocity - 2700 ft/sec 
diameter = .308 inches 
range - 500 yards, angle - 15.6 mi~utes (.260 deg) 
range - 1000 yards , angle - 49.4 minutes (.823 ,deg) 
Taking the air density to be 0.002378 slugs/ft3 and the density of the 
3 projectile to be 22.06 slugs/ft the equations derived in this appendix 
yielded the following results. 
Angle S (deg) Actua l Range (ft) Theore tical Ran2e (ft) 
C - 0 C - .14 CD - .15 0 0 
0.260 1500 I 2055 1462 1435 
I 0.823 3000 6506 3060 2965 
From thes e calculations a representative value of the drag coefficients 
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Figure C2. Particle Range Including Aerodynamic Drag 
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